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[ Amaj7 F#m11 Bm11 E13 E7 ] x 2

Amaj7 F#m11 Bm11 E13 E7
Lovely one I haven’t known you so long         but even though this may be true
Nevertheless I have written this song             and I’d love to sing it for you
Love,           may be too strong a word       e - ventually, maybe, but for
Now I just know that I like you a lot          and just why, I would love to      ex - plore

D/A E7 Amaj7 F#m11
Look at your life,         can you empathise with what I say?

No one can tell us who we really are all this comes to us day by day
Living and learning is what we’re here for       ex - perience shows us the way
Bm11 / E13 E7 /
Nothing can force us to be what we’re not   and in you I see all this in play,         hey.....

Little by little I’m learning to live expressing how I really feel
Not always have I been accustomed to this and not always known when it’s real
Lately I feel a connection with you, even though you’re far away and
Near you I feel so balanced it’s true and so I am writing to say

Look at your life, do you empathise, know what I mean?
No one can tell us where we are bound as we’re coming from where we have been
Living and loving is why we are here, experiencing life as we go, we’ll
Never miss out on the chances that come, as long as we share what we know, so…..

Amaj7 F#m11 Bm11 E13 E7
Lovely one I haven’t known you so long,         but even though this may be true
Amaj7 F#m11 Bm11 /
Now I feel our  con - nection is strong and I’d love ... to ex - 
E7      /F# /Ab E7
-plore this with 
Amaj7 F#m11 Bm11 E13 E7
you….   maybe you 
too...            if ever you 
Amaj7 F#m11 Bm11 /
do...   
E7      /F# /Ab E7 Amaj7

maybe we two..
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